**ABSTRACT**

In this paper, we describe the DYNAMO project which defines a semantic information retrieval system.
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1. **OBJECTIFS DE DYNAMO**

DYNAMO (DYNAMic Ontology for information retrieval, 2008-2011) is a project that aims at designing and developing an information retrieval system that considers both semantic indexing and retrieval and the dynamics of the documents [1] and of the underlying indexing language. The main goal of the project is to conceive a methodological approach and a set of software tools which take into account the building and the maintenance of ontological resources starting from documents. These ontological resources are then used for semantic indexing and thus making information retrieval more semantic as well. We define two modules, one for building and updating ontologies, the other module is dedicated to document annotation and indexing and to information matching. These two modules work in a cooperative way.

DYNAMO project considers three components of the information retrieval system: an ontology, a document set and annotations associated with these documents based on the use of the ontology. It focuses on the updating of these components (cf Figure 1). We propose to maintain ontology and annotations considering the document collection and its analysis. One of the originality of DYNAMO lies in the fact that there is a strong correlation between the maintenance of ontology and of the search module. We take into account, on the one hand, the evolution of the document collection and its implication on the ontological resources and, on the other hand, the dynamics of the document annotation according to the evolutions in the ontology.

![Figure 1: Dynamics in Dynamo](image_url)

Although the prototype considers the various aspects presented in figure 1, this presentation is focused on the annotation and semantic search parts.
2. ANNOTATION USING CONCEPT GRAPHS

Information is separate according to two levels: information resulting from the OR (Ontological Resource) on the one hand, and from the annotations on the other hand (cf figure 2):

- Concepts (Smoke and Motorization in figure 2), terms (T37 and T51 corresponding to the labels “engine” and “to smoke”) as well as the existing denotation relations (dénote) to the semantic relations that exist in the OR. Thu concept instances. The concept instances are associated with occurrences (dénote in figure 2) belonging to the OR model and are completely independent of the corpus to which the process of annotation applies;
- Concepts instances (f1 and m1), occurrences of terms (occ3 and occ15) as well as the existing relations of designation (dénote in figure 2) cannot be dissociated from annotated documents. Indeed, the term occurrences contain some information like the relative position (doc_offset) of the term in the current document (doc_id). Concerning the concept instances, Dynamo considers them as anonymous and thus with local range: we do not aim at finding known specific objects; rather we aim at knowing if an object (i.e a concept) either occurs or not in a document.

Considering the semantic process of annotation, the process consists first in finding the occurrence of certain terms in documents and building the corresponding occurrences. Then the system associates these occurrences with the corresponding concept instances. The concept instances are associated according to the semantic relations that exist in the OR. Thus, an annotation corresponds to a graph of instances.

3. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY

The similarity of a query and a document is based on the similarity between the associated annotation graphs. In turn, the similarity between annotation graphs rests on the similarity between the concepts associated with these graphs. Inspired by the principle of genealogy, the similarity between two concepts is comparable with the proximity of two family members: the more two members of the family have ancestors in common, the closer they are. The distance of a family member starting from a common ancestor influences his distance compared to the other family members. The similarity between two concepts is thus a question of relationship between the number of the common ancestors and the genealogy of these concepts.

The ascendant genealogy « Gen » of M is:

$$Gen(M) = \{A, B, D, H, M\}$$

The common ancestors of L and M are:

$$Ancestors(L, M) = Gen(L) \cap Gen(M) = \{A, B, D, H, L\} \cap \{A, B, D, H, M\} = \{A, B, D, H\}$$

The similarity of the concept L (respectively M) with regard to the common ancestors with the concept M (respectively L) is express by the following formula:

$$\frac{Card(Ancestors(L, M))}{Card(Gen(M))}$$

The genealogic conceptual similarity ProxiGenea of L and M is defined as:

$$ProxiGenea(L, M) = \frac{Card(Ancestors(L, M)) \times Card(Ancestors(M, L))}{Card(Gen(M)) \times Card(Gen(M))}$$

This principle is similar to the one used in other semantic similarity such as the ones defined by Wu and Palmer [2] or Lin [3] Our function is a variant.

We defined the similarity between a document and a query as the weighted mean of the conceptual similarities of the annotations involved in the query:
4. PROTOTYPE

Figure 4 presents the DYNAMO prototype. The user submits his query in natural language (“Démarrage difficile à froid” in figure 3 [“Difficult to start the engine when it is cold”]) in the top-left part of the window. The query is automatically translated into a semantic graph of annotation and is represented in the top-right part of the window. The list of the documents the system retrieves is presented in the bottom-left part of the screen. The first document has been selected by the user and its content is presented in the bottom-right part of the screen.

5. IMPACT

Currently, three partners are associated with the project to test the application. The experimental frameworks are: the assistance with automobile diagnosis (ACTIA), the assistance with data-processing projects follow-up (ARTAL) and the capitalization and the re-use of experiments (Préhistoire et technologies).
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